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Acoustic emission (AE) waveforms were recorded during compression of the ceramic Alumina AD995. The frequency contents of the wave form were determined using FFT technique. It was found that signals which represented damage/crack growth had frequencies between 39 and 80 kHz. Experiments were also performed on post-shocked AD995 specimens. Significant differences were observed which demonstrated that AE technique could be used for damage evolution determination.
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INTRODUCTION:

Ceramics have drawn considerable interest in past two decades (4, 6, 8, 13, 14, 17, 18, 19, 20) due to its premise for possible use as armor material. An accurate response description of ceramics, in terms of a constitutive/damage model, is essential in any numerical code to determine behaviors in terms of integrity of a ceramic structure during low to high velocity impact. An important aspect of constitutive/damage modeling is to connect macroscopic response to actual microscopic damage in the material during loading. The conventional techniques of radiography, scanning and transmission electron microscopy are less preferable to determine increasing damage and its quantification during loading, than a continuous damage monitoring technique. Acoustic emission technique has the potential of monitoring damage during loading.

Acoustic emission has been used to inspect compressed gas cylinders (1), to monitor damage in composite materials (3), to determine damage in aircraft structures (15), and to find critical crack size in ceramics (16). Other relevant studies in acoustic emission concern with source characterization (5), using neural network to solve acoustic emission problems (7), providing calibration technique for acoustic emission (9), outlining sensor selection and problems (10), and determining theoretical basis for acoustic emission (11). The acoustic emission methodologies can be divided in two major groups. The classical approach is primarily based on number of acoustic emission which are larger than a pre-determined threshold value. The modern wave-form technique consist of recording each acoustic emission wave and determining a frequency content of each wave using Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) technique. Using this technique, we have been able to identify different failure modes in composites (3).

Several experimental and numerical studies have been performed on ceramics (2, 4, 6, 8, 13, 20). However, none of them are related to continuous monitoring of damage, which can facilitate in the development of constitutive/damage models, or refinement of existing models. Significant damage models, which have been developed for ceramics and similar materials, include a micro-mechanical damage model (12), Rajendran-Grove model (17, 19), and Johnson-Holmquist ceramic model (18). The latter two seem specially suitable for ceramics and a comparison of the two models are given in (18). In these models, an initial isotropic crack density and size are assumed to make prediction for comparison with the experimental results. It is the objective of this study to explore the use of acoustic emission wave frequency analysis to monitor continuous evolution of damage in the ceramic materials.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES:

The experimental arrangement is shown in Figure 1. In this study, almost cubical specimens of Alumina AD 995 were compressed in a Material Test System (MTS 809). The test samples were approximately 0.3 inch by 0.3 inch, and 0.3 inch in height. The top and bottom surfaces were lubricated by using Teflon sheets. The Acoustic Emission transducer was mounted on a flattened surface of the top grip, just adjacent to the test sample. A thin layer of grease was used between the transducer and the flat surface of the grip to ensure good coupling between the two surfaces. The compression experiments were performed either at a constant displacement rate of 0.6 microns per second, or at a constant load rate of 0.8 lbs. per second.

A F4012 Fracture Wave Detector, manufactured by the Digital Wave Corp., was employed in this investigation. The acoustic emission equipment was designed to capture waveforms of wide bandwidth at high speeds and with ultra-high fidelity. The Fracture Wave Detector system consisted of the following components.

Broadband Transducers

These were piezoelectric transducers which were displacement sensitive and of high fidelity. The operational frequency range was from 50 kHz to 1.5 MHz. A disc shaped piezoelectric crystal was backed by damping material and placed in a cylindrical housing measuring 0.25 inch in diameter and 0.5 inch in height. The output signal of this transducer was typically between 10 micro-volts and 10 milli-volts.

Broadband Pre-amplifiers

These devices amplified the signal from the transducer to normal working range of the instrumentation to facilitate the signal to travel without being lost in noise to the signal conditioning module. The pre-amplifiers had two gain levels namely, 20 dB (x10) and 40 dB (x20). The working impedance of the circuit was 50 Ohms.

Signal Conditioning Module with Power Source

Each signal conditioning module (SCM) monitored one transducer independent of the other. Each channel of pre-amplifier was powered independently by the SCM; it controlled the filtering of the input and triggering signals, the trigger threshold level and the echo delay time. The high pass filter attenuated frequencies below its set value which was 0.1 MHz. The low pass filter attenuated frequencies above its set value of 0.5 MHz. The threshold value was the voltage which defined an event and was set at 0.03 Volts. The echo delay time was the length of time from the trigger signal until the Analog-to-Digital boards would rearm and a new event could be captured. This can be set from 100 micro-seconds to 100 milli-seconds and was very useful for avoiding reflections. In these experiments a value of 300 micro-seconds was used.
Figure 1: Acoustic emission experimental setup for damage measurements
Data Acquisition and System Software

The Fracture Wave Detector system was designed for the acquisition and analysis of broadband AE signal waveforms. AE waveforms were captured and stored digitally. The system was rated at 35 MHz and A/D conversion was at 12 bit. Acquisition parameters such as digitization rate, number of points per waveform and pre-trigger level could be set from the data acquisition module. The post-test analysis module provided the means to view stored waveforms and perform digital processing on these signals. Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) technique was applied to the digitized waveforms and the amplitude spectra of the waves were displayed. The plots of event versus time were also analyzed.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION:

Figure 2 contains the acoustic emission events as a function of stress in the material. It contains two plots, one for the experiment at a constant displacement of 0.6 microns per second (C1), while the other is for a test at a constant loading rate of 0.8 lb per second (C2). It appears that in constant load rate more acoustic emissions are captured. This may be due to the reason that in the constant displacement rate experiment, some acoustic emission signals may be lost if additional signals were emitted before the system rearmed itself. In the final stages of damage evolution, the acoustic emission is much faster if a constant displacement rate is prescribed than if the experiment is performed in a constant load rate mode. Each event was captured as an wave arriving at the transducer location. Each wave was analyzed for frequency contents using the FFT software. In order to save space, the amplitude versus frequency of each wave was grouped in four stress ranges. These four plots are shown in Figure 3 for the displacement rate controlled experiment. These results are for 'as-received' material. In 0 to 200 ksi range, the pre-existing cracks do not grow. Almost all acoustic emission is very low frequency noise. In the following higher stress range, the pre-existing cracks grow in size causing additional damage in the material at two predominant frequencies, one around 80 kHz and the other around 250 kHz. Subsequently, all damage evolution appear to be between 39 and 78 kHz.

Figure 4 contains the grouped frequency contents of acoustic emission in the load rate controlled experiment. Similar conclusions may be drawn as in the case of the previous figure. In Figure 5, the acoustic events are shown as a function of stress in Alumina AD 995 specimen which was subjected to a shock loading under a plate impact experiment. The results in this case are quite different than in the previous un-shocked samples. The acoustic emission signals start at much lower stress as the material is more damaged in this case, i.e. the number and size of the cracks are much larger and therefore they extend at much lower stress. The event numbers are also much larger than previous two cases. The frequency contents, grouped in five stress ranges are shown in Figure 6. Again, the frequency contents of the acoustic emission are in the same range of 39 to 80 kHz.
Figure 2: Regular AD995 specimens compression experiments
Figure 3: AD995 compression experiment under displacement control mode
AE signals frequency distribution at different stress levels.
Figure 4: AD995 compression experiment under load control mode
AE signals frequency distribution at different stress levels.
Figure 5: Irregular impacted AD995 specimen compression experiment.
Experiment was done under force control mode.

- C3:load mode 0.8 lbf/s
Figure 6: AD995[impacted] compression experiment with 100 lb/s load rate
AE Signals frequency distribution at different stress levels.
CONCLUSIONS:

Experiments were performed on Alumina AD 995 under compressive loading at constant displacement rate (strain rate) and load rate (stress rate). Acoustic emission waves were collected using a 35 MHz and 12 bit digitizing system. Each wave was analyzed for frequency contents. It was found that signals which represented damage/crack growth had frequencies between 39 and 80 kHz. Further, significant differences were observed in as received ‘virgin’ material and a shocked material. In the latter case, acoustic emission representing crack growth and multiplication, started at much lower stress and the damage progressed at much faster rate than in the case of un-shocked material. This study established the acoustic emission as a viable technique to monitor damage in ceramic material.
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